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Preparing and Staging a House to

Sell Fast & Bring Top Dollar
Whether your home is a condo worth $300,000 or a $20 million dollar 
mansion, careful planning and knowing how to professionally spruce up your 
home will make your home stand out from the competition. With a little effort 
on your part, your home will be sold more quickly and at a better price. 
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The following tips have proven invaluable to our successful home seller 
clients and are worth your special attention.



Preparing Your House To Sell
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De-Clutter & De-Personalize
Interior

Almost every home shows better with less furniture 
and more open space.  Go room by room in your 
home.  Store, give away, toss, have a garage sale,  
or donate anything that you won’t need until after you 
move. 

Pre-pack items that may clutter your house; e.g. 
furniture, extra knick-knacks, clothing, toys, 
equipment, appliances, worn rugs, papers, books, 
bookcases, extra leaves from your dining room table, 
cosmetics, jewelry, games, CDs  etc.   

De-Personalize:  Remove anything overly personal, like 
family photos in the hallway or your kid's artwork on the 
fridge. You don't want buyers who are viewing your 
home to be distracted. Buyers must be able to envision 
their family living in the home, which is one of the most 
important things to a potential buyer!

Improve traffic flow through every room and create the 
feeling of spaciousness by removing excess or 
oversized furniture and by using decorative accents. If 
necessary, rent a storage unit to remove unneeded 
items.

Extra toys in childrens' rooms and knick-knacks may 
actually make rooms appear smaller than they are. 
Leave just enough furniture in each room to 
demonstrate the room’s purpose. You do not want the 
buyer wondering, “What is this room used for?” 
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 Think of this process as a head- 
start on the packing that you will 

eventually need to do when 
you sell your house.



Give us a call at 864-396-2668 i f you would like  additional 
strategies, resources and step by step instructions on how 
to conquer clutter while keeping family harmony. 

The most effecient way to clear clutter is to pick one area to focus on and start small - just a drawer, shelf, 
closet floor or under the bed. Sticking to a single small area will ensure that you get something accomplished, 
and will keep your momentum going.  Mix small decluttering jobs with other activities, such as while talking on 
the phone or while watching television.

De-Clutter & De-Personalize
Interior

Preparing Your House To Sell
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Don't over do it and 
keep your cleaning 
sessions to a few hours 
because a whole day 
can be overwhelming.  
Sort items into several 
boxes: repairs, trash, 
garage sale, donations,  
definite keepers, and 
storage. After you have 
completed each room 
be sure to take action 
on each of the boxes.  
Don't forget to reward 
yourself for a job well 
done. 
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Next, put your buyer's hat on. Do a thorough walk-through as if you are the buyer and it's the first 
time you have viewed the property. What items stand out to you that need repair or replacement? Remember 
that a single negative impression can make all the difference as to whether a potentail buyer chooses your 
home over the competition. It’s worth spending a little more money to be sure everything is functional and 
looks new. We want buyers to focus on how they would live in the home - not what they would have to 
repair. Your house will stand out from the competition as a better value and command a higher price.    

Here are a few items to check off the list as you go:

Identifying and repairing problems before beginning the marketing process places you in control, eliminating 
the stress of making repairs on the buyers schedule. Oftentimes, potential buyers will over-estimate the costs 
of repairs, which may cause them to make a lower offer, if they even make an offer at all. Making minor 
repairs upfront may also prevent future home inspection negotiations from terminating your home sale 
contract.
Having your house in move-in ready condition also helps to avoid repair and closing delays, and 
demonstrates to buyers, buyer's agents, the buyer's home inspector and the bank's appraiser that your 
house has been very well maintained and is a great value for the market.  

Ask us about The Carolina Success Team's Certified Pre-Owned Home Program (CPO). 
This program packages three items that when combined, serve as a powerful proof of value for home buyers.

Make Minor Repairs

Putty and paint holes in walls. 

Replace light switches and outlet plates.

Replace cracked floor or counter tiles.

Replace burned-out light bulbs and upgrade the 
wattage in all light fixtures to the highest level 
safety will allow. Replace outdated fixtures.

If you've considered replacing a worn bedspread, 
do so now!

Fix leaky faucets.

Paint your walls neutral earth-tone colors to
entice buyers.  Be careful with what you choose:

Fix doors that don't close properly and kitchen
drawers that jam.

Professionally clean carpets to remove wear 
patterns and potentially offensive smells.  Wood 
and tile floors should be cleaned or polished, as 
well.



















Repair and paint any old water stained ceilings.

Interior

white - too bland
ocean blue - too bold 
light red - too bright
blue gray - much too dark

(Don't give buyers any reason to remember your 
home as "the house with the blue bathroom.")
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When your home is on the market with over 100 similar homes, 
differentation that drives consumer preference can drastically drive up value. 
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Make it sparkle

Start by airing out the home.  Most people are turned off 
by even the smallest odor with that said odors must be 
eliminated, especially if you have dogs, cats, or young 
children in diapers or if you are a smoker.

Clean and air out any musty smelling areas.

Dust blinds, window sills, and plant ledges, ceiling fan 
blades, all furniture, light fixtures.

Rent a pressure washer and spray down sidewalks and 
exterior.  Hire an expert if you lack the knowledge, the 
water pressure can cause property damage.

Clean out cob webs inside and outside. 

Hang up fresh towels. Bathroom towels look great 
fastened with ribbon and bows.

Re-caulk tubs, showers and sinks. Bleach dingy grout.

Polish chrome faucets and mirrors. 

Clean, oven, stove, refrigerator, kitchen and bath fans.

Vacuum, sweep and clean counters daily. 

Clean and wipe down all stained woodwork including 
doors and cabinets with a wood maintenance product 
such as “Old English” or “Liquid Gold.”

Replace or clean A/C & Furnace filters. 

Remove window screens prior to washing inside and out. If removable, leave the front screens off. Repair 
broken windows and shutters. Replace torn screens. Make sure window frames and seams have solid 
caulking.  To cut window-washing time in half, mix this simple formula: 1 quart water and 3-4 teaspoons 
plain ammonia (not the sudsy or lemon varieties.) With this solution, windows will be crystal clear with just 
one wipe. You can clean several windows in 15 minutes, and bringing in the natural light will let the buyer 
see how beautiful your home is. Dark rooms make rooms look smaller than they are. 

When people come into a home, they look at the floors, ceilings and walls - first impressions are most 
important. Eveything, inside and outside needs to be sparkling clean. If you have the need to bring in a 
professional cleaning crew to give your home a serious scrub-down, do it. 

























Interior
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Interior
Kitchens are the heart of 
entertaining and family life.

The trend is moving more and more toward 
open-plan living and multifunctional spaces. 
Having a large, open-plan kitchen with an 
island at its center can really make a house 
more attractive to buyers, who often need to 
multitask. Try to reinvent your kitchen as a 
modern, appealing space where they’ll want 
spend time cooking, having their kids do 
homework, and socializing.

A buyer's impression of a kitchen can 
sell a home. A warm and inviting kitchen 
allows the buyer to visualize sharing time 
with their famiy and friends in the house.

For starters, install elegant (but not 
gaudy) cabinet knobs and drawer-pull. 
To get top dollar, consider purchasing 
new appliances if they are outdated.  
You might also want to replace the sink 
and faucet. And remember – when 
renovating, look for styles with universal 
appeal and simple charm. 

Lighting is also key. Try to keep the 
kitchen as open and airy as possible. 
Use a variety of lighting, such as under-
cabinet fixtures, track-lighting, pendants 
over an island, or recessed lights. 

Think about repainting the kitchen a light 
color. This makes the space feel 
significantly bigger. It also serves as a 
blank slate so that buyers can envision 
their own style and prefrences in the 
kitchen.

When it comes to cabinetry, lean in the 
direction of lighter, symmetrical cabinets, 
rather than darker, irregular sized 
cabinets and drawers.
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Preparing Your House To Sell

Interior

Revamp the bath
Like the kitchen, bathrooms are a key focal point in the eyes of 
potential buyers. Do a quick spruce-up by replacing accessories 
like night-lights, towel rings, shower curtains and trash bins. 
Replace faucets and cabinets if they look worn and repair leaks 
in the faucets or traps. 

Bathtubs, showers, and sinks should be freshly caulked. The 
grout and tile should be clean and in good condition. Inspect the 
tub as it may need to be reglazed or replaced. If a bathroom 
redesign is necessary, think about opening up your shower 
space. The trend has moved from traditional garden-variety tubs 
to large, open glass showers, especially popular among today’s 
young professionals.

Other upgrades to consider include wallpaper, window 
treatments and new lighting fixtures. Streamline the counter tops 
to 1 or 2 decorative items only and accessorize the room with 
luxurious soaps in appealing dishes, tasteful hand towels, a 
fresh bouquet of flowers. All rugs and commode lid covers 
should be removed.

Use baskets to hold make-up and toiletries so that after use they 
can be stored under the counter. Linen cabinets should be 
organized and items reduced. Ultimately, you want your 
bathroom to look less like a bathroom and more like a spotless, 
luxurious mini-spa.
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Interior

Love the living room
Take a good look at the living room and decide what elements are 
needed to make it most inviting. It might be worth finding that 
perfect table or chair-set to bring out the room’s features. Carefully 
chosen accessories can really pull the living room – and the house 
– together. Remember to keep the flow of the room open and airy.
The rule is: downsize your furnishings to upsize the room. Price per 
square foot matters, and the living room should show off the size 
and value of your house to discerning buyers.

Mantels, ceiling fans, lamps, and coffee tables should all be 
strategically placed to bring out the size and personality of the 
living room. And if space is limited, a mirror or two on the wall can 
do a lot to create the appearance of openness and size.
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Interior

Beautify the bedroom
Appeal to as many potential buyers as possible with a clean, 
tastefully designed master bedroom, free of personal items and 
clutter. Install new linens, a reading lamp, modern artwork, and a 
soft-toned bedspread. Refresh the bedroom walls with a coat of 
paint in a soothing shade – soft blues, greens, khakis – but 
definitely something gender neutral.

Closet space can be an important selling point for some buyers, 
so show yours off to their full advantage. Thin and pack excess 
linens and clothing to make closets look bigger. 

Organize remaining items neatly on shelves, be sure to allow 
space on each shelf and between hanging items to show potential 
storage space. If needed, enhance the closet with new doors or 
shelves. You might even want to install an series of shelves. 

It’s virtually guaranteed that prospective buyers will peek inside 
your closets. Make it easier for them by keeping them open and 
making them look great.
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Find your home’s edge, anything that really sets it apart. 
Does your home have a wine cellar? Highlight the 
special features that your home has to offer to potential 
buyers. Does your home have an amzing outdoor 
kitchen and inground pool? Set the stage to show how 
much fun living in your home will be. 

These extra rooms are often what make your house 
stand out from all the other properties in the 
neighborhood. And don’t leave rooms empty – even the 
smallest extra room can be given a personality and a 
purpose. It shouldn’t just be “another room” – at the very 
least, make it a “study.”

One of the first features buyers notice when entering the 
house is flooring. And while they may very well be 
replaced by the home buyer, you want your home’s 
floors to be as attractive as possible. Whether tile or 
wood, all floors in the house should be carefully cleaned, 
and any damaged areas should be replaced. 

If a floor looks too plain or drab, add a splash of color 
with a pretty area rug. Also consider other homes in the 
neighborhood. If they have top-of-the-line floors, laminate 
and carpet just might not cut it – it might be worth your 
while to splurge on hardwood floors or quality tile.

First impressions are everything, so give special care to 
your entryway. All woodwork should be retouched and 
the front door repainted. Replace worn or broken 
doorbells and door knobs. 

Be sure the entrance is clean and free of dirt, dust, leaves 
and cobwebs. Give it a little character – maybe some 
plants or a wind-chime – and put out a clean "welcome" 
doormat. 

Lastly, light the space well. Day or night, you want the 
entrance of the house to be inviting, to pull the 
prospective buyer inside, eager to explore further.

Preparing Your House To Sell

Interior
Extra rooms

Feature flooring

Front entrance
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Curb Appeal

Keep the lawn trimmed and well-edged (both front and back), dispose or mulch grass clippings. 
Remove vegetation growing between concrete or bricks every week during the marketing period for a finished 
appearance. Re-seed the lawn and fertilize if necessary. Deep green grass makes a lasting impression.
Clean out and weed the flowerbeds. Add touches of color by planting flowers or positioning potted blooms. 
Plant yellow flowers near the front entrance, because yellow evokes a buying emotion. Marigolds are inexpensive. 
Add fresh beauty bark or landscaping rock where needed, especially in flower beds and around trees. 
Trim the hedges, prune the trees, and clear any debris such as old leaves and branches.
Remember to water regularly and do what’s needed to keep the landscaping fresh.
Stow away unnecessary garden implements and tools.

Install easily-readable, attractive house numbers 
Check the foundation, steps, and walkways for 
cracks and crumbling; fill and repair as needed  
Inspect doors and windows for peeling or faded paint 
Clean and straighten gutters
Replace damaged or loose roof shingles 
Apply a fresh coat of paint to the front door & mailbox 
Pressure wash and remove mildew, moss and stains 
from the side of your home
Remove stains from walkways, driveway and roof 
For oil stains use concrete cleanser and/or kitty litter
Sweep and wash down the sidewalks
Remove all toys, equipment and litter
Repair and clean deck, patio and outdoor furniture
Make sure the spa and pool sparkle
Touch up the exterior of house with putty and paint 
Wash your garbage can and put it in a place where 
buyers will not see when they drive up

A large percentage of home buyers decide whether or 
not to look inside a house or take it seriously based on 
it's curb appeal - the view they see when they drive by 
or arrive for a showing. Just as you cleaned and fixed 
up the inside of your house, it’s important to go over 
the exterior and make any changes that will spruce up 
its exterior appearance. 

Curb Appeal Exercise: 
The next time you come home, stop across the street or far 
enough down the driveway to get a good view of the house and 
its surroundings. 
1.

Here are some helpful tips to remember:

2. What is the best exterior features of the house or lot?

How can you enhance them?

3. What are the worst and best features of the house or lot?

How can you minimize or improve them?

Make a list of the problem areas you discovered. Start with clean 
up and repair chores, and then put some time into projects that 
make the grounds more attractive.

What is your first impression of the house and your yard area? 

Landscaping Tips
Beautifying your garden and landscaping can make your house more attractive to buyers. 











































If your garage isn’t especially nice, keep the garage 
door closed. If you have an impressive six-car 
garage, however, by all means show it off. Clean up 
grease or oil spots, remove old boxes and clutter, 
and if you can, keep a luxury car in there to show off 
the space. Also, double check that the garage door 
opens and closes properly, and that your garage 
door opener is in good working order.

A tasteful spread of outdoor furniture looks very 
impressive to a buyer. If necessary, borrow some 
from a friend or hire a designer to enhance the 
“showability” of your property. 

If you have an old deck, have it repaired and re-
stained. A well-placed hammock or a nice grilling 
corner can grab a buyer’s eye as well. If you have a 
lot of outdoor space, find a way to show it off.

Even if your pool is usually light on chemicals, 
now’s the time to add and adjust chemicals until 
the pool sparkles. Make sure to clean the filtration 
equipment, getting rid of any cobwebs and algae. 

Store your chemicals, tools, and pool accessories 
neatly, and be sure to keep the pool area tidy and 
secure. Consider a few well-placed pool chairs to 
make the space more inviting – provided of course 
that there’s ample room. 

Curb Appeal
Driveways, cars & garages

The patio

Don't forget the backyard

Swimming pool prep

The back yard should be tidy and well-trimmed, 
just like the front. Tired swing sets, old boats or 
other stored items should be removed. 

You want your back yard to appear as spacious as 
possible. Allow the home buyer to imagine what 
may be possible with the outdoor living space.
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Staging

It is all about the illusions
Staging is what you do after you've cleaned, decluttered, painted, 
made minor repairs. It's about dressing the house for sale.

Home staging is not decorating. Decorating appeals to the person 
living in the house; staging is positioning the property to appeal to 
the psychological needs of buyers. Staging creates a series of 
impressions that build an emotional connection to help buyers 
imagine living in the home. It makes your house look bigger, 
brighter, cleaner, warmer, more loving and, best of all, it makes 
buyers want to buy it.

An AOL Money & Finance poll revealed that 87% of respondents 
said that a staged home presentation makes the difference in 
most sales.

The Carolina Success Team's Gold and Platinum Services 
packages include a one hour Accredited Staging Professional 
(APS) consultation. The stager will  consult and suggest any 
potential upgrades or improvements that would make their home 
stand out from the competition, yield a signicant return on 
investment, and appeal to a broader buyer pool. 

*Staged homes have proven to sell for
17% higher price, on average. 

* stagedhomes.com survery of over 3000 staged homes in the U.S. and Canada
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Staging

The Basics
Staging requires the eye of a designer, the ability to evaluate your 
house and create dramatic scenery that appeals to all five senses. 

Here are a few things you can do for a well-staged home:

Vacant homes often feel cold and empty, like a bank-foreclosure 
property. A well-chosen variety of furniture, clothing, books, 
flowers, and other accessories can be indispensible for the task 
of making an empty house feel like a home. Just make sure the 
dressing you choose fits the style and mood of your property. 
You’re not selling just a property, but an entire lifestyle.

Arrange furniture in an attractive grouping (known as a vignette) 
Enhance lighting, creating a warm, bright environment
Drape window coverings with simple lines and fine materials 
(silk, satin, etc)
Add unique elements to shelving, bookcases, and mantel 
places so that they are not bare
Decorate each room with mirrors, plants, flowers, floor & table 
lamps, and throw rugs as needed
Re-stain cabinets and woodwork that appears dry,
renewing its luster
Put out large bowls of attractive, fresh fruit
In the kitchen, arrange colorful cookbooks on the 
counters and/or island
Place fresh towels, soaps, and a white robe in all bathrooms
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A must-have home invariably has great lighting. In 
general, it’s a good idea to open as many window 
coverings as possible and let sunlight in. Buyers love 
open sunlit rooms. If your interior lighting isn’t 
adequate, install new lamps and fixtures, and 
increase the wattage of your bulbs. Don’t go 
overboard on artificial light, however. A good estimate 
to shoot for is a total of 100 watts for each 50 square 
feet. Finally, try to use a variety of lighting in each 
room: ambient (general or overhead), task (pendant, 
reading) and accent (table, wall, closet).

Using Feng Shui to stage a house is becoming more 
and more popular – and many sellers find it delivers 
excellent results. Consider bringing in a Feng Shui 
expert to analyze the home and make suggestions for 
improvements.

Your house should be appealing in full daylight and 
after sunset. Check the lighting at various times to see 
if there’s anything that can be improved upon. 

And if your house is in an area with a lot of rain or 
snow, inspect the property during a storm to double-
check that there aren’t any roof or gutter leaks and 
that water is draining properly. 

Preparing Your House To Sell

Staging
Let there be light

Feng Shui

A note on smell

Check day/night and 
by the seasons

Use common sense. No smoke odors, no mustiness, 
no incense, no pet smells. You want a neutral, 
pleasant scent – think about installing a bouquet of 
fresh flowers in a vase after you clean. Just make sure 
you change the flowers regularly. 
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One Last Item...
Is Your Home Vacant?
We can now stage your home 

VIRTUALLY!
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Conclusion
With the myriad tasks that go into preparing a house for sale, it can be easy to forget one basic thing: you’re 
not just selling a property, but a home. Your house represents a lifestyle, a neighborhood, a place where 
someone may raise a family. Think about your ideal buyer, and prepare the house accordingly. Put in the 
time, the attention and the care – just like you might for a member of your family – and you will be rewarded.
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Preparing Your House To Sell
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Our goal is to exceed your expectations and deliver you results.  
We do this by outperforming the industry in ways that sell your 
property faster, more efficiently and for top dollar - Guaranteed.  

Our Exclusive 150 Step Marketing Plan delivers repeatable results 
to get you the highest possible price in the shortest amount 
of time, under the best terms and conditions, with least 
amount of hassles.  And it's backed by our No-Risk Easy Exit 
Listing Agreement.  Contact us for more information about our 
innovative marketing programs, products and services.

We hope you understand how important it is to have an 
advantage when selling your home. The Peakview Properties 
Group is there for you around the clock! We are up to date on 

all of the latest market trends and technology. Our team of 
professionals is ready to support all of your real estate needs!
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Keller Williams Realty Upstate 

403 Woods Lake Road Ste.100 

Greenville, SC  29607

Office: 864.396.2668

Info@CarolinaSuccessTeam.com 
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